SOPHOMORES WIN GRIDIRON CONTEST

Freshmen Hold Under Pressure

of Fast Travelling

Soph Offense

Win Third Place

In Run Saturday

Engineer Runners Show Up Well

in Annual NE.A.A.A.

Contest

Technology's tall and able cross country squad romped away with third place and ten points ahead of the annual N.E.A.A.A.

AU. run held Saturday afternoon on the college course. The Engineers, and good hard work by the Ambler players, cleverly

Barnes and Rate did the best playing for Technology, while Wodehouse, Staley, and Martines started for Ambler.

After the first few minutes of the first half young score for the Beavers in a free kick. Then a little hurry in the game

Carlson and Smith pushed the ball out of bounds, but reversed to give the first score for the Engineers and Glen

and Gilman completed the pretty display of teamwork by making the second goal, and Glen completed the game with the Engineers.
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Lose—A Theta Xi Fraternity pin with name of (H. M. Houghton) on back. If found return to Theta Xi, theord's, office and receive reward.

DRIBBLING AND PASSING WORKS FOR TECH TEAM

Basket makes Goal On Pass By Rate and Healy Which Breaks Tie

Last Friday afternoon the M. L. T. team triumphed over the Amhe-

rhurst shown by the score of 4 to 1. The score was initiated by excellent

work by the Engineers, and good hard work by the Ambler players. Glenn
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